
 

   
 

 

P2 Learning from Home Plan 

Week beginning: Monday 23rd March 2020 
 

  

Reading 

• Continue reading your Reading Books or 

Library Books. If you have read these 

already, can you choose a book and 

retell it in your own words? Can you 

summarise the book by providing the 

main details? Can you think of an 

alternative ending to the story?  

 

• Continue to practise reading and spelling 

your Tricky Words. Can you spot these 

words throughout your house in any 

books or magazines you are reading?  

 

• Can you practise ‘Tennis Spelling’ your 

tricky words with a sibling or adult in your 

home? For example: to spell ‘another’ – 

one person says a, and the next person 

says n, and so on.  

 

 

Writing 

• Write a list of all the things you would take 

if you were going to space as an 

astronaut. Lots of important things would 

be already provided for you on the 

spaceship but you are allowed up to 20 

special items. What would you think 

would be important and why? 

 

• Create some Rocket Similes using the 

words ‘like’ or ‘as’ to compare a rocket to 

something else. For example: My rocket 

soared into space like a lightning bolt 

whizzing through the sky.  

 

• Two-colour writing: Use words with silent 

‘e’ to write in two colours to see the long 

vowel sound pattern. For example: made, 

race, these, Pete, time, ripe, rode, note, 

tube, flume 

  

Numeracy and Maths 

• Do some ‘Spider Sums’. Choose a number and write it in the middle of a blank page 

and draw a ring round it for a body. Then draw at least eight ‘legs’ around it. You can 

do more! Try to make your number in as many different ways as you can.  

                        For example: 12 in the middle       10 + 2 = 12    or      15 – 3 = 12   etc.  

 

• Create some sums such as 13 + ? = 20. Write down the missing number and hide it then 

challenge someone in your household to work out the answer. You need to check that 

they get it right! You could turn this into a hide-and-seek game moving around your 

house or you could even design some with a flap to hide the missing number then you 

can reveal it later. 

• Using concrete materials: LEGO bricks, counters, coins etc. to build number bonds to 20 

and lay them out in different patterns.  

 

  

Interdisciplinary Learning 

• Recently we have looked at the order of the planets in the Solar System. Some of us have 

used this mnemonic: My Very Easy Method Just Speeds Up Naming (Planets). Can you 

make up a new phrase that helps you remember the order of the planets? Design a 

poster to show this. 

 

• Listen to a piece of Gustav’s Holst’s music about the planet Mars. Go to: 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/articles/14ZjT5yjnKQRdKVsqrLzk1x/mars-from-the-

https://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/articles/14ZjT5yjnKQRdKVsqrLzk1x/mars-from-the-planets-by-gustav-holst


 

   
 

planets-by-gustav-holst to find an introduction from CBBC’s Dick and Dom as they travel 

through space then watch and listen to the orchestra version. Try to listen at least once to 

the 4 minutes straight through then talk about how exciting it is and what it makes you feel 

like. You could also talk about the instruments you see, make a picture about what the 

music sounded like to you or create your own kitchen instrument percussion version! 

(There are other ideas on the BBC website if you wish.) 

 

  

Supporting Learning Ideas - Signpost of the Week:  

 

Continue to practise your letter and number formation, starting in the correct place and going 

in the right direction. If you would like, you can also practise online by using this website.  

https://www.doorwayonline.org.uk/activities/letterformation/  

 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/articles/14ZjT5yjnKQRdKVsqrLzk1x/mars-from-the-planets-by-gustav-holst
https://www.doorwayonline.org.uk/activities/letterformation/

